A Little Bit Of Sunshine

(From Home)
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(Fox Trot Tempo,)

VOICE

Say, neighbor, did you write to say 'Hi, lo!'

Say, neighbor, put yourself in Johnny's shoes,

I'll bet you had the blues if

boys who had to go?

Well, neighbor, don't you think it's time you

you received no news,

Well, neighbor, you can see it's mighty

did?

For a long, long way from home today there's some poor lonely kid.

In that lonely camp, so stick a stamp, upon a postal card.
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Just a bit of sunshine, A little bit of sunshine Will drive the clouds away,

You've got lots of time, so spend it Write a cheery note and send it It may help some fellow on his way,

There is pen and paper handy Send 'em cigarettes and candy Help those Yankee Doodle Dandies 'er the foam For a friendly sort of letter makes a fellow feel much better, It's a little bit of sunshine from home.